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Abstract
A composition factors matrix CF is studied for any basic Hom-computable K-coalgebra C over an
arbitrary field K , in connection with a Cartan matrix CF̂ of C. Left Euler K-coalgebras C are defined. They
are studied by means of an Euler integral bilinear form bC :K0(C)×K0(C) → Z, the Euler characteristic
χC(M,N) of Euler pairs of C-comodules M and N , and an Euler defect ∂C :K0(C)×K0(C) → Z of C. It
is shown that bC(lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N) + ∂C(M,N), for all M , N in C-comod, and ∂C = 0, if all
simple C-comodules are of finite injective dimension. A diagrammatic characterisation of representation-
directed hereditary Hom-computable coalgebras is given.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a field K and a K-coalgebra C, we denote by C-Comod and C-comod the categories
of left C-comodules and left C-comodules of finite K-dimension. We develop in the paper the
idea of studying a basic coalgebra C by means of its decomposition CC =⊕j∈IC E(j), with
indecomposable injective left comodules E(j), and by means of two IC × IC square matrices:
the Cartan matrix CF̂ = [ˆij ], with ˆj i = dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)), and the composition factors
matrix CF (4.2).
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D. Simson / Journal of Algebra 315 (2007) 42–75 43A coalgebra C is defined to be Hom-computable if ˆj i < ∞, for all i, j ∈ IC , and a comod-
ule M is said to be computable if dimK HomC(M,E(j)) is finite, for any j ∈ IC . Elementary
properties of Hom-computable coalgebras and computable comodules are listed in Sections 2
and 3. In particular, a categorical characterisation of Hom-computable coalgebras is given in
Proposition 2.13.
In Section 4, the left Euler coalgebras C with the composition factors matrix CF invertible,
are studied by means of a pair of Z-bilinear forms bC, ∂C :K0(C)×K0(C) → Z, the Euler form
bC (4.6) and the Euler defect ∂C (4.14), where K0(C) ∼= Z(IC) is the Grothendieck group of C.
We show that
bC(lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N)+ ∂C(M,N), (1.1)
for all comodules M and N in C-comod, where lgthM, lgthN ∈ K0(C) are the composi-
tion length vectors and χC(M,N) is the Euler characteristic of M and N . If all simple left
C-comodules are of finite injective dimension, then the Euler defect ∂C is zero, and we get
bC(lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N), for all M and N in C-comod. We end the section by two ex-
amples of Euler coalgebras. One of them is a basic left cocoherent Euler coalgebra C such that:
(i) the injective dimension inj.dimS(j) of the simple comodule S(j) = socE(j) is infinite and
the indecomposable injective left C-comodule E(j) is artinian and non-noetherian, for each
j ∈ IC = Z,
(ii) the coalgebra is neither left nor right semiperfect and the Euler defect ∂C of C is zero.
In Section 5, a characterisation of hereditary basic Euler coalgebras C is given in terms of the
left Gabriel valued quiver (CQ, Cd) of C. We also show that the Euler form bC of a hereditary
coalgebra C coincides with the Tits bilinear form of C studied in [24–26].
In Section 6, we study coalgebras C that have all finitely copresented left C-comodules direct-
ing. We show in Theorem 6.5 that a basic indecomposable hereditary Hom-computable coalgebra
C has this property if and only if C is tame of discrete comodule type and the valued quiver
(CQ,Cd) is either one of the Dynkin valued quivers An, Bn, Cn, Dn, E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2
[10], or (CQ,Cd) is an infinite locally Dynkin valued quiver of one of the types A∞, ∞A∞, B∞,
C∞, and D∞ with arbitrary orientation, see [13,17,24].
Although our main motivation for the study of Hom-computable coalgebras C is to study the
comodule category C-comod, by means of numerical invariants of C given by the valued quiver
(CQ,Cd), the composition factors matrix CF , and the related tools (the Euler Z-bilinear form bC ,
the defect ∂C , and the Euler characteristic χC ), the class of computable coalgebras might be use-
ful in extending the main results of [12], at least they might help in understanding which abelian
Hom-finite K-categories can be interpreted as categories of comodules, see Proposition 2.13.
We use the coalgebra representation theory notation and terminology introduced in [24–26].
The reader is referred to [4,8,15,30] for the coalgebra and comodule terminology, and to [1,2,23]
for the representation theory terminology and notation. Given a ring R, with an identity element,
we denote by J (R) the Jacobson radical of R, by Mod(R) the category of all right R-modules,
and by mod(R) its subcategory of finitely generated R-modules. Finally, socM means the socle
of a module M .
We also need the following terminology and notation. Following a category theory terminol-
ogy [18] (or [12]), a comodule N is defined to be finitely cogenerated (more precisely, finitely
{E(j)}j∈IC -cogenerated, see (2.1)) (or socle-finite), if dimK socN is finite, or equivalently, if
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finitely copresented if there is an exact sequence
0 → N → E0 → E1
in C-Comod, where E0 and E1 are finite direct sum of indecomposable injective comodules. We
denote by C-Comodfc = C-Comod1 the category of finitely copresented comodules. Note that
these definitions differ from that ones in [4].
More generally, given m  0, we define a comodule N to be finitely m-copresented if
there is an exact sequence 0 → N → E0 → E1 → ·· · → Em−1 → Em in C-Comod, with
E0,E1, . . . ,Em−1,Em injective and socle-finite. If N admits such an infinite sequence then we
call it finitely ∞-copresented.
Denote by C-Comodm the full subcategory of C-Comod whose objects are finitely m-
copresented comodules. Then we get the descending chain of categories
C-Comod ⊇ C-Comod0 ⊇ C-Comod1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C-Comodm ⊇ · · · ⊇ C-Comod∞. (1.2)
Note that C-Comod0 consists of socle-finite comodules, and C-Comod1 = C-Comodfc consists
of finitely copresented comodules. We denote by Cop-Comod = Comod-C, the category of right
C-comodules.
Main results of the paper were announced on the Conference on Algebras and Coalgebras
(Joint Meeting of the American University in Cairo and the Mathematical Research Centre
Cairo), Egypt, March 25–30, 2006.
2. Computable comodules and Hom-computable coalgebras
Following [22, p. 404] (see also [5,16] ), the K-coalgebra C is said to be basic if the left
C-comodule socCC has a direct sum decomposition socC C =⊕j∈IC S(j), where IC is a set,
S(j) are simple comodules, and S(i) ∼= S(j) for all i = j . Given a basic K-coalgebra C, we fix
left comodule decompositions
socC C =
⊕
j∈IC
S(j) and CC =
⊕
j∈IC
E(j), (2.1)
where IC is a set and S(j), with j ∈ IC , are pairwise non-isomorphic simple comodules in
C-comod and E(j) is the injective envelope of S(j) in C-Comod, for each j ∈ IC .
Following [24,25], for every comodule M in C-comod, we define the composition length
vector
lgthM = (j (M))j∈IC ∈ Z(IC),
where Z(IC) is the direct sum of IC copies of the free abelian group Z and j (M) ∈ N is the
number of simple composition factors of M isomorphic to the simple comodule S(j). We recall
from [24] that the map M → lgthM extends to a group isomorphism
lgth :K0(C) 	−→ Z(IC), (2.2)
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extend the definition of lgthM to a class of infinite-dimensional C-comodules M . We recall
that, given a left C-comodule M , the socle filtration of M is the chain soc0 M ⊆ soc1 M ⊆
· · · ⊆ socm M ⊆ · · · ⊆ M, where soc0 M = socM and, given n  0, socm+1 M is the preimage
of soc(M/ socm M) under the canonical projection M → M/ socm M . It is well known that, for
M = C, the socle filtration of C coincides with the coradical filtration C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cm ⊆
· · · ⊆ C of C, that is, socm C = Cm (see [15, p. 64]). Note also that, by definition, the comodule
Mm = socm M/ socm−1 M
is semisimple, for each m 0, where we set M0 = socM .
Definition 2.3. Assume that C is a K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
(a) A comodule M in C-Comod is defined to be computable (or composition length computable)
if, for each j ∈ IC , the sum
j (M) =
∞∑
m=0
j (Mm),
called the composition S(j)-length of M , is finite, where j (Mm) is the number of times the
simple comodule S(j) appears as a summand in a semisimple decomposition of Mm.
We denote by C-Comp (respectively by Comp-C) the full subcategory of C-Comod (respec-
tively of Comod-C) whose objects are computable comodules.
(b) An arbitrary coalgebra C (not necessarily basic) is defined to be Hom-computable (or piece-
wise Hom-finite) if every indecomposable injective left C-comodule is computable.
(c) If M is a computable C-comodule, the integral vector
lgthM = (j (M))j∈IC ∈ ZIC (2.4)
is called the composition length vector of M , where ZIC is the direct product of IC copies
of the free abelian group Z. The composition length of M is the cardinal number (finite or
infinite)
lgth(M) =
∑
j∈IC
j (M). (2.5)
It is easy to see that C-comod ⊆ C-Comp and the composition length lgth(M) of each M in
C-comod is finite.
We start with a useful description of j (M).
Proposition 2.6. Let C be a basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1). Assume that M
is a comodule in C-Comod and, for each j ∈ IC , we set Bj = EndC E(j), sj = dimK S(j).
(a) M =⋃∞m=0 socm M .
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sj = dimK S(j) = dimK EndC S(j),
j (M) = lgthBj HomC
(
M,E(j)
)= 1
sj
· dimK HomC
(
M,E(j)
)
,
where lgthBj HomC(M,E(j)) is the length of HomC(M,E(j)) viewed as a left Bj -module.
If the field K is algebraically closed then sj = 1 and j (M) = dimK HomC(M,E(j)).
(c) The comodule M is computable if and only if, for each j ∈ IC , the left EndC E(j)-module
HomC(M,E(j)) is of finite length. In this case, j (M) = (socm M), for m sufficiently large.
Proof. (a) The proof is easy, see [15].
(b) Fix j ∈ IC and consider the K-algebra Bj = EndC E(j). Note that the kernel of the
canonical ring epimorphism Bj → EndC S(j) is the Jacobson radical J (Bj ) of Bj and con-
sists of all endomorphisms f :E(j) → E(j) that vanish on S(j) = socE(j). It follows that
Bj/J (Bj ) ∼= EndC S(j) and the left Bj -module HomC(S(j),E(j)) is simple, because it is
annihilated by J (Bj ), and HomC(S(i),E(j)) = 0, for i = j . Since the comodule Mm =
socm M/ socm−1 M is semisimple, for each m  0, then the left Bj -module HomC(Mm,E(j))
is a product of j (Mm) copies of the simple Bj -module HomC(S(j),E(j)), that is, j (Mm) =
lgthBj HomC(Mm,E(j)). In particular, j (soc
0 M) = lgthBj HomC(soc0 M,E(j)).
Assume that m 1 and the equality j (socm−1 M) = lgthBj HomC(socm−1 M,E(j)) holds.
Since E(j) is injective, then the inclusion socm−1 M ⊆ socm M induces the exact sequence
0 → HomC
(
Mm,E(j)
)→ HomC(socm M,E(j))→ HomC(socm−1 M,E(j))→ 0
of left Bj -modules. Hence, in view of the inductive hypothesis, we get
lgthBj HomC
(
socm M,E(j)
)= lgthBj HomC(Mm,E(j))+ lgthBj HomC(socm−1 M,E(j))
= j (Mm)+ j
(
socm−1 M
)= j (socm M).
Hence, by induction, we get the equality lgthBj HomC(soc
m M,E(j)) = j (socm M), for all
m  0. In view of the canonical epimorphism πm : HomC(M,E(j)) → HomC(socm M,E(j))
of left Bj -modules and the sequence Kerπ0 ⊇ Kerπ1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Kerπm ⊇ · · · of Bj -submodules
of HomC(M,E(j)), we conclude that lgthBj HomC(M,E(j)) is finite if and only if the length
lgthBj HomC(soc
m M,E(j)) is finite, for each m  0, and Kerπm = 0, for m  0 (i.e. for m
sufficiently large). In this case, HomC(Mm,E(j)) = 0, πm is bijective and j (Mm) = 0, for
m  0, and therefore we get
lgthBj HomC
(
M,E(j)
)= lgthBj HomC(socm M,E(j))= j (socm M)= j (M).
Since Bj/J (Bj ) is isomorphic to the division algebra EndC S(j) then every simple EndC E(j)-
module is a module over EndC S(j). Since the coalgebra C is basic, then sj = dimK S(j) =
dimK EndC S(j) [29, Lemma 2.1] and the equality dimK HomC(M,E(j)) = sj · j (M) follows.
If K is algebraically closed then Bj/J (Bj ) ∼= K , sj = 1, and we are done. The statement (c)
follows from (b) and the arguments used above. 
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left C-comodule
ΩmN = Ω−mN = ImhNm ⊆ ENm , (2.7)
where hNm :ENm−1 → ENm is the homomorphism in the minimal injective resolution
0 → N → EN0
hN1−−→ EN1
hN2−−→ · · · h
N
m−1−−−→ ENm−1
hNm−−→ ENm
hNm+1−−−→ · · · (∗)
of N . We define a comodule N to be Ωm-computable if the injective comodules EN0 ,EN1 , . . . ,
ENm−1,ENm in (∗) are computable (hence socle-finite). If each of the comodules ENm in (∗) is com-
putable we call N Ω∞-computable. We denote by C-Compm the full subcategory of C-Comp
whose objects are Ωm-computable comodules. It follows from Proposition 2.9 that we have the
descending chain of categories
C-Comp ⊇ C-Comp0 ⊇ C-Comp1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ C-Compm ⊇ · · · ⊇ C-Comp∞. (2.8)
Note that if the injective comodules EN0 ,EN1 , . . . ,ENm−1,ENm in the sequence (∗) are computable
they are socle-finite, and hence N is also socle-finite. Hence, C-Comp0 consists of socle-finite
computable comodules with computable and socle-finite injective envelopes.
If the coalgebra C is Hom-computable, then C-Compm coincides with the category
C-Comodm of finitely m-copresented comodules, and C-Comp∞ is the category of socle-finite
comodules that admit a socle-finite injective resolution (i.e. each term of the injective resolution
is socle-finite).
Elementary properties of computable comodules are collected in the following proposition. In
particular, we show that the map M → lgthM is an additive function in the following sense.
Assume that G is an abelian group and Θ :C-Comp → G is a map that associates to each
computable comodule M an element Θ(M) of G. We call Θ an additive function on C-Comp if
Θ(M) = Θ(M ′)+Θ(M ′′), for any short exact sequence 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 in C-Comp.
Proposition 2.9. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra.
(a) A comodule M in C-Comod is computable if and only if dimK HomC(M,E(j)) is finite, for
each j ∈ IC . The coalgebra C is Hom-computable if and only if dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)) is
finite, for each pair of indecomposable injective left C-modules E(i) and E(j).
(b) Let 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 be an exact sequence in C-Comod. The comodule M is com-
putable if and only if the comodules M ′ and M ′′ are computable. In this case, the following
equality holds:
lgthM = lgthM ′ + lgthM ′′.
(c) The category C-Comp of computable left C-comodules is abelian and contains the category
C-comod. Moreover, C-Comp is closed under subobjects, finite direct sums and extensions
in the category C-Comod. The map M → lgthM induces a group homomorphism
lgth :K0(C-Comp) → ZIC .
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EndC(E,E) is a finite-dimensional algebra, if E is computable injective.
(d) Assume that C is a Hom-computable coalgebra.
(d1) If M and N are socle-finite, then dimK HomC(M,N) is finite.
(d2) Every object M of C-Comp0 has a decomposition M = M1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ms such that the
algebras EndC M1, . . . ,EndC Ms are local of finite dimension. Moreover, every in-
decomposable injective C-comodule lies in C-Comp0 and every object of C-Comp0
admits an injective envelope in C-Comp0.
(d3) For each m ∞, the categories C-Compm and C-Comodm are closed under exten-
sions in C-Comod.
Proof. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
(a) Apply Proposition 2.6(c).
(b) Since E(j) is injective then the given exact sequence induces the exact sequence
0 → HomC
(
M ′′,E(j)
)→ HomC(M,E(j))→ HomC(M ′,E(j))→ 0
of left modules over the algebra Bj = EndC E(j), for each j ∈ IC . Since Proposition 2.6 yields
j (N) = lgthBj HomC(N,E(j)), for any comodule N , then j (M) = j (M ′)+ j (M ′′), and we
get lgthM = lgthM ′ + lgthM ′′. Hence (b) follows.
(c) The first three statements follow from (b). To prove the fourth statement, assume that
M is computable and N is socle-finite. It follows that the injective envelope E(N) of N is
socle-finite and, hence, dimK HomC(M,E(N)) is finite. Since the embeddings N ↪→ E(N)
induce a monomorphism HomC(M,N) ↪→ HomC(M,E(N)), then dimK HomC(M,N) 
dimK HomC(M,E(N)) < ∞. This finishes the proof of (c).
(d) If C is a Hom-computable coalgebra and M , N are socle-finite then M and N are Ω0-
computable. Hence, the statements (d1) and (d2) of (d) are a consequence of (c).
(d3) Let m∞ and let 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 be an exact sequence in C-Comod, with
M ′, M ′′ in C-Compm (respectively in C-Comodm). Then the minimal injective resolutions EM ′∗
and EM ′′∗ of M ′ and M ′′ have the terms EM
′
j and E
M ′′
j socle-finite, for all j m. A routine homo-
logical algebra argument shows that M admits an injective resolution E∗ with Ej = EM ′j ⊕EM
′′
j ,
for j = 0, . . . ,m. This shows that M lies in C-Compm (respectively in C-Comodm). 
Corollary 2.10. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra that is socle-finite. Then C is Hom-
computable if and only if C is of finite K-dimension.
Proof. If dimK C is finite then obviously C is Hom-computable. Conversely, assume that C is
Hom-computable and socle-finite. It follows that C, viewed as a left C-comodule, is computable
and, in view of Proposition 2.9(d1), dimK EndC C is finite. Since C is basic and CC is a minimal
injective cogenerator of C-Comod then C ∼= (EndC C)◦ ∼= (EndC C)∗, by [22, p. 404] and [24,
Proposition 5.6] (and its proof). It follows that dimK C = dimK(EndC C)∗ = dimK EndC C is
finite. 
It is clear that the Hom-computability of coalgebras is Morita-invariant. The following ob-
servation (suggested by a referee) shows that the notion of Hom-computability of coalgebras is
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D :C- inj → inj -C
between the category of socle-finite injective left C-comodules and the category socle-finite
injective right C-comodules. It follows that dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)) is finite, for each pair of in-
decomposable injective left C-modules E(i) and E(j), if and only if dimK HomC(E′(i),E′(j))
is finite, for each pair of indecomposable injective right C-comodules E′(i) = DE(i) and
E′(j) = DE(j), and Proposition 2.9(a) applies.
Sometimes, for short, we write “computable coalgebras,” instead of “Hom-computable coal-
gebras.”
The class of Hom-computable coalgebras contains the coalgebras that are right semiperfect
or left semiperfect in the sense of Lin [14], and the incidence K-coalgebras KI of intervally
finite posets I , see [27]. We show in Corollary 5.5 that the path K-coalgebra KQ of a quiver
Q is Hom-computable if and only if Q is intervally finite, that is, for each pair a, b of vertices
of Q, the set Q(a,b) of all paths from a to b in Q is finite.
Now we give a categorical characterisation of Hom-computable coalgebras that depends on
some observation on the “local structure” of the category C-Comodfc = C-Comod1.
Let C be a basic coalgebra with the decomposition (2.1). Given a finite subset U ⊆ IC , we set
EU =
⊕
j∈U
E(j) and RU = EndC EU . (2.11)
Let AU = C-ComodEUfc = C-ComodEU1 be the full subcategory of C-Comodfc of all comodules
N with a finite EU -copresentation 0 → N → E0 → E1, where E0 and E1 are finite direct sums
of summands of EU . Following [21, p. 110], we define the contravariant exact K-linear functor
h• :C-ComodEUfc → RU -fp (2.12)
by the formula hN = HomC(N,EU), where RU -fp is the category of finitely presented left
RU -modules. Following [21, p. 110] and [22], we prove the following useful result on a “lo-
cal structure” of the category C-Comodfc.
Proposition 2.13. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra with the decomposition (2.1).
(a) Given a finite subset U ⊆ IC , the functor h• :C-ComodEUfc → RU -fp (2.12) is an equivalence
of categories.
(b) If the coalgebra C is Hom-computable then, for every finite subset U of IC , the K-algebra
RU is finite-dimensional and the functor (2.12) induce a K-linear equivalence HU :
C-ComodEUfc
	−→ mod RU of categories such that, for each M in C-ComodEUfc , we have
(lgthM)j =
(
dimhM
)
j
= (dimHUM)j ,
for all j ∈ U , where dimN is the dimension vector of an RU -module N , see [1]. If, in
addition, C is hereditary, the K-algebra RU is also hereditary.
(c) The following four conditions are equivalent.
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(c2) For every finite subset U of IC , the K-algebra RU is basic of finite dimension.
(c3) For every finitely copresented C-comodule N , the K-algebra EndC N is of finite di-
mension.
(c4) There exist a directed family {Aβ}β of full K-subcategories of C-Comodfc and finite-
dimensional K-algebras Rβ ∼= RUβ such that Uβ is a finite subset of IC , Aβ ∼= modRβ
and C-Comodfc =⋃β Aβ is a categorical directed union.
Proof. (a) Let AU = C-ComodEUfc . If N ∈AU then N has a finite EU -copresentation 0 → N →
E0 → E1, where E0 and E1 are finite direct sums of summands of EU , the induced sequence of
left RU -modules hE1 → hE0 → hN → 0 is exact, and the left RU -modules hE0 , hE1 are finitely
generated projective. This shows that hN ∈ RU -fp. It is clear that all the modules in RU -fp are
of the form hN , where N is in AU . The standard arguments show that h• is an equivalence of
categories, see Proposition 2.3 in [21] and its proof.
(b) Assume that the coalgebra C is Hom-computable. Then, for every finite subset U
of IC , dimK RU is finite, by Proposition 2.9(d1). Thus there is a duality D: RU -fp =
RU -mod ∼= (mod RU)op. By (a), the functor (2.12) induces a K-linear equivalence of categories
AU ∼= (RU -fp)op ∼= mod RU . Hence, given M in AU and j ∈ U , there are K-linear isomor-
phisms HomC(M,E(j)) ∼= HomRU (P (j),hM) ∼= HomRU (HUM,DP(j)), where P(j) = hE(j)
is viewed as a left ideal of RU . Since {P(j)}j∈U is a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic
indecomposable projective left RU -modules then
dimN = (dimK HomRU ((P(j),N)))j∈U = (dimK HomRU (DM,DP(j)))j∈U ,
for each a left RU -module N . Hence we get
(lgthM)j = dimK HomC
(
M,E(j)
)= dimK HomRU (P(j),hM)= (dimhM)j = (dimHUM)j ,
for all j ∈ U .
Assume that the coalgebra C is hereditary. To show that the K-algebra RU is hereditary,
take a minimal projective presentation P1 f−→ P0 → X → 0 of a module X in RU -mod. Since
the functor (2.12) is an equivalence of categories, there exist a homomorphism ϕ :E0 → E1
between injective comodules E0 and E1 in AU such that P0 = hE0 , P1 = hE1 , f = hϕ , and
0 → N → E0 ϕ−→ E1 is a minimal injective presentation of N = Kerϕ. Since C is hereditary, ϕ
is surjective and, hence, f is injective. Consequently, the algebra RU is hereditary. The statement
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
3. Comodules over left cocoherent coalgebras
Following Chase and [12], we call a coalgebra C left cocoherent if any finitely cogenerated
epimorphic image N of an indecomposable injective C-comodule E is finitely copresented. The
class of left cocoherent coalgebras contains right semiperfect coalgebras, hereditary coalgebras
and left locally artinian coalgebras (i.e. coalgebras C with left indecomposable injectives ar-
tinian), see [12].
Now we collect basic properties of finitely copresented comodules over left cocoherent coal-
gebras.
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(a) If 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0 is an exact sequence in C-Comod and the comodules M ′ and
M ′′ are finitely copresented then M is also finitely copresented.
(b) If C is left cocoherent, h :E → N is an epimorphism in C-Comod with E socle-finite injec-
tive and N socle-finite, then N is finitely copresented.
(c) Assume that C is left cocoherent. If M is a finitely copresented comodule and
0 → M h
M
0−−→ EM0
hM1−−→ EM1
hM2−−→ · · · h
M
n−−→ EMn
hMn+1−−−→ EMn+1 → ·· · (3.2)
is a minimal injective resolution of M in C-Comod, then the comodules EM0 ,EM1 ,EM2 , . . .
are socle-finite computable and the sequence (3.2) lies in C-Comod∞.
Proof. The proof of (a) follows by routine homological algebra arguments.
Assume that C is a left cocoherent basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
(b) Let h :E → N be an epimorphism in C-Comod with E socle-finite injective and N
socle-finite. We apply the induction on the length of socE. In case socE is simple, E is inde-
composable and N is finitely copresented, by the assumption that C is left cocoherent. Assume
that socE is not simple and let E = E′ ⊕ E′′, where E′ is an indecomposable injective. Then
lgth(socE′′) < lgth(socE). Let N ′ = h(E′) ⊆ N and let N ′′ = N/N ′. It follows that N ′ is a
socle-finite epimorphic image of E′ and N ′′ is an epimorphic image of E′′. Consider the com-
mutative diagram
0 socN ′
h′
socN
g
h
socN ′′
h′′
0 N ′
1
N
g
f
N ′′
f ′′
0
0 N ′ E E/N ′ 0
with exact rows, where E = E(N) is the injective envelope of N and h′, h, h′′ are the inclusions.
Hence, the maps f and f ′′ are injective. Since the length of socN is finite, then E is socle-
finite. It follows that E/N ′ is also socle-finite, because C is left cocoherent and N ′ is finitely
copresented. Thus, socN ′′ is of finite length and therefore N ′′ is finitely copresented, by the
induction hypothesis. Since N ′ is a socle-finite epimorphic image of E′ and C is left cocoherent
then N ′ is finitely copresented. It follows that the comodule E(N ′)/N ′ and E(N ′′)/N ′′ are socle-
finite, and therefore E(N)/N is also finitely cogenerated. Consequently, N is finitely copresented
and (b) follows.
(c) Let C be left cocoherent. If (3.2) is a minimal injective resolution of a finitely copresented
comodule M in C-Comod then EM0 , E
M
1 , and Imh
M
1 are socle-finite. By (b), ImhM1 is finitely
copresented. It follows that EM2 is socle-finite, and an obvious induction shows that E
M
j is socle-
finite, for j  2. 
Corollary 3.3. Assume that C is a basic left cocoherent K-coalgebra such that every simple left
C-comodule is finitely copresented.
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(b) If M lies in C-Comp and N is finitely copresented, then dimK ExtmC(M,N) < ∞, for m 0.
Proof. (a) Since each simple C-comodule S(j) is finitely copresented then, in view of Propo-
sition 3.1(a), the induction on dimK M shows that any finite-dimensional C-comodule M is
finitely copresented. Since C is left cocoherent then, by applying Proposition 3.1(c), to any finite-
dimensional C-comodule N , we get (a).
(b) Assume that N is finitely copresented. By Proposition 3.1(c), N admits an injective res-
olution (3.2) such that each ENm is a finite direct sum of copies of the indecomposable injective
summands E(j) of CC, with j ∈ IC . Assume that M is in C-Comp. Then, by Proposition 2.9(a),
dimK HomC(M,E(j)) is finite, for each j ∈ IC , and each term of the complex
0 → HomC
(
M,EN0
) h˜1−→ · · · h˜m−−→ HomC(M,ENm ) h˜m+1−−−→ HomC(M,ENm+1)→ ·· · ,
induced by (3.2), is finite-dimensional, where h˜s = HomC(M,hNs ), for each s  0. Conse-
quently, dimK ExtmC(M,N) is finite, for each m 0. 
4. Left Euler coalgebras and the Euler bilinear form
Following the block theory terminology of Green [11] (see also [4]), and the terminology
introduced by Ringel [19] for finite-dimensional K-algebras (see also [1,2]), we introduce the
following definition.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a Hom-computable basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
(a) The left composition length matrix of C is defined to be the IC × IC matrix
CF = [ij ]i,j∈IC ∈MIC (Z), (4.2)
with ji = i(E(j)) = lgthBi HomC(E(j),E(i)) = 1si · dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)), where
si = dimK S(i) = dimK EndC S(i), for all i, j ∈ IC . In other words, the matrix CF has the
form
CF =
⎡⎢⎣
...
e(j)
...
⎤⎥⎦ ,
that is, the j th row of CF is the length vector e(j) = lgthE(j) ∈ ZIC of the indecomposable
injective left C-comodule E(j), with e(j)i = ji .
(b) The left Cartan matrix of C is the integral IC × IC matrix
CF̂ = CF · CS = [ˆij ]i,j∈IC ∈MIC (Z), (4.3)
where CS = diag[sj ] is the IC ×IC diagonal matrix with sj = dimK S(j) = dimK EndC S(j)
on the (j, j) entry, and ˆj i = sj ji = jisi = dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)), for all i, j ∈ IC .
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Lemma 4.4. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
(a) CF = CF tr = F trC and CF̂ = CF̂ tr = F̂ trC , where C = Cop and FC = CF , F̂C = CF̂ are the
right composition length matrix and the right Cartan matrix of C, respectively.
(b) If the field K is algebraically closed then CF̂ = CF , CS = E is the identity matrix E and
ji = ˆj i = dimK HomC
(
E(j),E(i)
)
, for all i, j ∈ IC.
Proof. (a) By [6, Proposition 3.1(c)], there is a K-duality D :C- inj → inj -C. Hence (a) follows,
because HomC(E(j),E(i)) ∼= HomC(E′(i),E′(j)), where E′(i) = DE(i),E′(j) = DE(j) are
indecomposable injective right C-comodules.
(b) If the field K is algebraically closed then, by Proposition 2.6, i(E(j)) =
dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)), for all i, j ∈ IC . Hence (b) follows. 
Definition 4.5. Assume that C is a Hom-computable basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompo-
sitions (2.1) such that the composition length matrix CF of C admits a left inverse CF−1 ∈
MIC (Z), that is, CF−1 · CF = E, where E is the identity matrix in MIC (Z).
(a) The left Euler bilinear form of C is the integral Z-bilinear form
bC :Z
(IC) ×Z(IC) → Z, (4.6)
defined by the formula
bC(x, y) = x ·
(
CS · CF−tr
) · ytr,
for x, y ∈ Z(IC), where CF−tr = (CF−1)tr .
(b) The left Euler quadratic form
qC :Z
(IC) → Z (4.7)
of C is defined by the formula qC(x) = bC(x, x) = x · CS · CF−tr · xtr , for x ∈ Z(IC).
Assume that C is a Hom-computable basic K-coalgebra, that is, e(j) ∈ ZIC , for all j ∈ IC .
In addition to the Grothendieck group K0(C) = Z(IC) of C we also use a completion of the
torsion-free abelian subgroup
K+0 (C) = K0(C)+
∑
j∈IC
Ze(j) ⊆ ZIC (4.8)
of ZIC generated by the vectors ej and e(j), with j ∈ IC . Note that K+(C) =∑j∈IC Ze(j) is
the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely cogenerated injective left C-comodules.
To define a completion of K+0 (C), we need some notation. We say that a vector d =
(dj )j∈IC ∈ ZIC is e-admissible if, for each i ∈ IC , dje(j)i = dj ji is zero, for all but finitely
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vector
∑•
j∈IC dje(j) to be the vector
dˆ =∑•j∈IC dj e(j) ∈ ZIC ,
with dˆi =∑j∈IC dj e(j)i =∑j∈IC dj ji ∈ Z, for all i ∈ IC .
The completions of K+(C) and of K+0 (C) are defined to be the subgroups
K̂+(C) =
{
dˆ =∑•j∈IC dje(j) where d ∈ ZIC is e-admissible},
K̂+0 (C) = K0(C)+ K̂+(C) (4.9)
of ZIC , where dˆ runs through all external sum vectors dˆ =∑•j∈IC dje(j) and d runs through all
e-admissible vectors in ZIC .
Lemma 4.10. Assume that C is a Hom-computable basic K-coalgebra.
(a) K̂+(C) ⊆ ZIC is a subgroup of ZIC .
(b) Assume that the matrix CF of C admits a left inverse CF−1 ∈MIC (Z).
(i) The rows of CF−1 and the columns of CF , viewed as vectors of the abelian group ZIC ,
are Z-linearly independent, and the rows of CF−1 are e-admissible.
(ii) The group K0(C) = Z(IC) is a subgroup of K̂+(C) ⊆ ZIC , and K̂+0 (C) = K̂+(C).
(iii) If the matrix CF−1 is also a right inverse of CF ∈MIC (Z) then the formula bˆC(x, y) =
x · (CS · CF−tr) · ytr , with x ∈ Z(IC) and y ∈ K̂+0 (C), defines the extended Z-bilinear
Euler form
bˆC :K
+
0 (C)× K̂+0 (C) → Z, (4.11)
that extends the Euler form (4.6). Moreover,
bˆC
(
lgthE(i), lgthE(j)
)= dimK HomK(E(i),E(j)), for i, j ∈ IC.
Proof. (a) follows by a straightforward calculation.
(b) Assume that CD is the left inverse of the matrix CF , that is, CD · CF = E.
(i) If dj is the j th row of the matrix CD then, for each j ∈ IC , dj · CF = ej and this implies
that the rows dj , j ∈ IC , are Z-linearly independent, because the standard Z-basis vectors ej ∈
Z
(IC), j ∈ IC , are Z-linearly independent. Similarly, if κj is the j th column of CF , then the
equality CD · CF = E yields CD · κ trj = etrj . It follows that the columns κj , j ∈ IC , of CF are
Z-linearly independent, because the standard Z-basis vectors etrj ∈ Z(IC), j ∈ IC , are Z-linearly
independent. The proof of the remaining statement is analogous.
(ii) Since E = CD · CF then, for each j ∈ IC , ej = dj · CF . This means that ej = dˆj =∑•
i∈IC djie(i), where e(i) = lgthE(i). Thus (ii) follows.
(iii) It is sufficient to show that, for each i, j ∈ IC , bˆC(e(i), e(j)) is well defined. Assume that
CD is also a right inverse of CF ∈ MIC (Z), that is, E = CF · CD. It follows that ej = e(j) · CD
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bˆC
(
e(i), e(j)
)= e(i) · CS · CF−tr · e(j)tr
= e(i) · CS ·
[
e(j) · CD
]tr
= e(i) · (CS · etrj )
= e(i)j · sj
= ij sj
= dimK HomK
(
E(i),E(j)
)
,
and we are done. 
Now we are able to show that the Euler bilinear form bC of C coincides with the Euler
characteristics for a large class of coalgebras (compare with [1, Proposition III.3.13] and
[3,19]).
Definition 4.12. Let C be a K-coalgebra and let M and N be left C-comodules.
(a) The pair M,N is called a pair of Euler C-comodules, or simply an Euler pair, if
dimK ExtmC(M,N) is finite, for all m 0, and ExtmC(M,N) = 0, for m sufficiently large.
(b) The Euler characteristic of the Euler pair M , N is the integer
χC(M,N) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjC(M,N). (4.13)
(c) Assume that the coalgebra C is Hom-computable and the matrix CF admits an inverse
CF
−1
. The Euler defect of an Euler pair M , N of comodules in C-comod, where N is
Ω∞-computable, is defined to be the integer
∂C(M,N) = (−1)n+1 · bˆC(lgthM, lgthΩn+1N)
= (−1)n · [lgthM] · CS · CF−tr · [lgthΩn+1N ]tr, (4.14)
where CF−tr = (CF−1)tr and n 0 is the minimal integer such that ExtjC(M,N) = 0, for all
j  n+ 1.
We show later that the map ∂C :C-comod × C-comod → Z, (M,N) → ∂C(M,N), is an ad-
ditive function in each of the variables M and N , and in view of the isomorphism K0(C) ∼= Z(IC)
it defines a Z-bilinear map ∂C :Z(IC) × Z(IC) → Z, when C is a left Euler coalgebra in the fol-
lowing sense.
Definition 4.15. Let C be a basic K-coalgebra with a fixed decompositions (2.1). We call C a
left Euler coalgebra if C has the following three properties.
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(b) For each pair i, j ∈ IC , the space ExtmC(S(i), S(j)) is zero, for m sufficiently large.
(c) Every simple left C-comodule S(j) admits an injective resolution
0 → S(j) h
(j)
0−−→ E(j)0
h
(j)
1−−→ E(j)1
h
(j)
2−−→ · · · h
(j)
n−−→ E(j)n
h
(j)
n+1−−−→ E(j)n+1 → ·· · (4.16)
such that E(j)m is socle-finite, for m  0, and for each i ∈ IC there exists mi  0 such that
HomC(E
(j)
r ,E(i)) = 0, for all r mi .
Corollary 4.17. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra. Then C is a left Euler coalgebra and
socle-finite if and only if C is of finite K-dimension and of finite global dimension.
Proof. If dimK C < ∞ and gl.dimC < ∞ then C is a left Euler coalgebra. Conversely, assume
that C is a socle-finite left Euler coalgebra. Then socC C = S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sr , for some r  1 and
simple comodules S1, . . . , Sr . Moreover, dimK C < ∞, by Corollary 2.10, and there exists an
integer m0  1 such that ExtmC(Si, Sj ) = 0, for all m  m0 and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Hence, by the
standard homological algebra technique, we get ExtmC(M,N) = 0, for all mm0 and all M and
N in C-comod. It follows that gl.dimC  1 +m0 < ∞. 
It follows that any right semiperfect K-coalgebra C is a left Euler coalgebra if inj.dimS is
finite, for all simple left C-comodules S. Later we give an example of a left Euler coalgebra
that is not right semiperfect and inj.dimS = ∞, for each simple left comodule S. We show in
Section 5 that the path K-coalgebra KQ of a quiver Q is a left Euler coalgebra if and only if Q
is intervally finite and, for each vertex a of Q, the set of arrows j → a in Q ending at a is finite.
Theorem 4.18. Let C be a basic left Euler K-coalgebra with a decomposition (2.1).
(a) The composition factors matrix CF ∈MIC (Z) of C has a left inverse CF−1 = CD ∈MIC (Z)
presented in (4.22) below, and the bilinear Euler form (4.11) of C is defined.
(b) C-comod ⊆ C-Comod∞ and every pair M and N of comodules in C-comod is an Euler
pair.
(c) Assume that the left inverse CF−1 of the matrix CF is also its right inverse.
(c1) The rows and the columns of each of the matrices CF−1 and CF are Z-linearly inde-
pendent.
(c2) If M and N are comodules in C-comod, n  0 is the minimal integer such that
ExtjC(M,N) = 0, for all j  n + 1, and ∂C(M,N) is the Euler defect of M and N ,
then, for s = 2,3,4, . . . , we have
∂C(M,N) = (−1)n+s · bˆC(lgthM, lgthΩn+sN).
(c3) If M and N are comodules in C-comod, then
bC(lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N)+ ∂C(M,N). (4.19)
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bC( lgthM, lgthN) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjC(M,N).
In particular, the equality holds if inj.dimS(j) is finite, for each j ∈ IC .
Proof. Assume that C is basic left Euler K-coalgebra.
(a) It follows from the definition of the composition factors matrix CF of C that, for each
j ∈ IC , the j th row of the matrix CF is the length vector e(j) = lgthE(j) ∈ ZIC of the indecom-
posable injective left C-comodule E(j), i.e. e(j)i = ji .
Fix an index j ∈ IC and look at a minimal injective resolution (4.16) of S(j) with the prop-
erties stated in Definition 4.15(c). Since C is a left Euler coalgebra, the resolution (4.16) lies
in the category C-Comp. Moreover, given i ∈ IC , we find an mi  1 such that i(E(j)r ) =
lgthBi HomC(E
(j)
r ,E(i)) = 0, for r  mi + 1, where Bi = EndC E(i). By Proposition 2.6(b),
i(N) = lgthBi HomC(N,E(i)), for any comodule N . Since E(i) is injective then the sequence
0 → HomC
(
E
(j)
n ,E(i)
)→ ·· · → HomC(E(j)0 ,E(i))→ HomC(S(j),E(i))→ 0,
with n = mi,
induced by the resolution (4.16) of S(j) is exact. Hence, by summing up the Bi -lengths, we get
i
(
S(j)
)= ∞∑
m=0
(−1)mi
(
E
(j)
m
)
. (∗)
Since E(j)m is socle-finite then E(j)m is a finite direct sum of the comodules E(p), that is, there
exist non-negative integers d(j)mp such that all but finitely many of them are zero and E(j)m =⊕
p∈I (j)m E(p)
d
(j)
mp , where I (j)m ⊆ IC is a finite subset of IC . Hence lgthE(j)m = i(E(j)m )i∈IC ∈ ZIC
has the form
lgthE(j)m =
∑
p∈IC
d
(j)
mp lgthE(p) =
∑
p∈IC
d
(j)
mpe(p). (∗∗)
Note that the sum has only finitely many non-zero summands. Then (∗) and (∗∗) yield
i
(
S(j)
)= ∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
∑
p∈IC
d
(j)
mpe(p)i =
∑
p∈IC
d
(j)
p e(p)i =
∑
p∈IC
d
(j)
mppi, (∗∗∗)
where d(j)p =∑∞m=0(−1)md(j)mp ∈ Z, for j,p ∈ IC .
To show that d(j)p is an integer we note that, for any pair j,p ∈ IC there exists mjp such that
d
(j)
mp = 0, for all mmjp . Take for mjp any positive integer such that ExtnC(S(p), S(j)) = 0, for
all n mjp . Since C is a left Euler coalgebra such integer mjp exists. Assume that (4.16) is a
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then the sequence
HomC
(
S(p),E
(j)
n−1
) h˜(j)n−−→ HomC(S(p),E(j)n ) h˜(j)n+1−−−→ HomC(S(p),E(j)n+1)
induced by the injective resolution (4.16) is exact.
We claim that HomC(S(p),E(j)n ) = 0. Assume, to the contrary, that HomC(S(p),E(j)n ) = 0.
Let u :S(p) → E(j)n be a non-zero homomorphism. If h˜(j)n+1(u) = h(j)n+1u = 0, then S(p) ∼=
Imu ⊆ E(j)n+1 and there are direct summands E′ of E(j)n and E′′ of E(j)n+1 such that h(j)n+1(E′) = E′′,
contrary to the assumption that the resolution (4.16) is minimal. It follows that h˜(j)n+1(u) = 0 and,
by the exactness of the sequence, there exists u′ :S(p) → E(j)n−1 such that u = h(j)n u′. This again
contradicts the minimality of the resolution (4.16), and finishes the proof of the claim. As a con-
sequence, for each nmjp , the comodule E(p) is not a summand of E(n), that is, d(j)mp = 0, for
all mmjp .
Hence, for each pair j,p ∈ IC , d(j)p =∑∞m=0(−1)md(j)mp is an integer and the equality (∗∗∗)
yields
ej = lgthS(j) =∑•p∈IC d(j)p e(p), (4.20)
where ej is the j th standard basis vector of the group Z(IC). This means that the vector
d(j) = (d(j)p )j∈IC ∈ ZIC , with d(j)p = ∞∑
m=0
(−1)md(j)mp, (4.21)
is e-admissible and ej = d̂(j). Consider the matrix CD = [d(j)p ] ∈ MIC (Z) whose j th row is the
vector d(j). The equality (4.20) gives the equality
CD =
[
d
(j)
p
] ∈MIC (Z), with d(j)j = 1 and d(j)p = ∞∑
m=0
(−1)md(j)mp, (4.22)
where d(j)mp are defined by the equality E(j)m =⊕p∈I (j)m E(p)d(j)mp . The j th row of CD is the vec-
tor d(j) (4.21). The equality (4.20) gives the equality E = CD · CF , where E ∈ MIC (Z) is the
identity matrix. Hence, the matrix CF−1 = CD is a left inverse of CF in MIC (Z), CF−tr = CDtr ,
and (a) follows.
(b) By Proposition 2.9(d3), the category C-Comod∞ is closed under extensions. Hence we
get C-comod ⊆ C-Comod∞, because C is a left Euler coalgebra and simple comodules are in
C-Comod∞.
We prove the second statement of (b) by induction on dM,N = (lgthM) ·(lgthN). If dM,N = 1,
the comodules M and N are simple; hence M ∼= S(i) and N ∼= S(j), for some i, j ∈ IC . Then the
second statement of (b) follows from the property (b) in Definition 4.15. The case dM,N = d  2
reduces to the case d − 1 by applying the long exact ExtC sequence induced by any of the short
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simple comodules M ′ and N ′. The details are left to the reader.
(c) Assume that the left inverse CF−1 = CD of CF is its right inverse, that is, CF · CD = E.
Then, for each j ∈ IC , e(j) · CD = ej and, hence, the rows e(j), j ∈ IC , of CF are Z-linearly
independent, because the standard Z-basis vectors ej ∈ Z(IC), j ∈ IC , are Z-linearly independent.
The proof that the columns of CF−1 and CF , and the rows of CF−1 are Z-linearly independent
is analogous.
The proof of the statements (c2) and (c3) of (c) splits in three steps.
Step 1. First we show that the equality bˆC( lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N) holds if the comod-
ule M lies in C-comod and N is a socle-finite injective comodule. Since bˆC is Z-bilinear,
we can suppose that N is an indecomposable injective comodule; say N ∼= E(j), for some
j ∈ IC . Obviously, lgthN = lgthE(j) = e(j) ∈ Z(IC). Since CF−1 = CD then, by our as-
sumption, CF · CD = E. Since the j th row of the matrix CF is the composition length vector
e(j) = lgthE(j) of E(j), then the equality CF · CD = E yields e(j) · CD = ej and, conse-
quently, CDtr · e(j)tr = etrj , where ej = lgthS(j) is the j th standard Z-basis vector of the free
abelian group Z(IC). Hence we get
bˆC( lgthM, lgthN) = bˆC
(
lgthM, lgthE(j)
)= ( lgthM) · CS · CF−tr · e(j)tr
= ( lgthM) · CS · CDtr · e(j)tr = ( lgthM) · sj etrj = sj j (M)
= dimK HomC
(
M,E(j)
)= dimK HomC(M,N) = χC(M,N),
in view of Proposition 2.6(a), because N ∼= E(j) and ExtmC(M,N) = 0, for all m 1.
Step 2. We prove (c2) and (c3) in case M = S(p) is a simple comodule and N is an arbitrary
comodule of finite dimension. For this purpose, we fix a minimal injective resolution
0 → N h0−→ E0 h1−→ E1 h2−→ · · · hn−1−−−→ En−1 hn−→ En → ·· ·
of N . Since C is a left Euler coalgebra then
• the injective comodules E0, . . . ,En, . . . are computable and socle-finite,
• there is n  1 such that ExtmC(S(p),N) = 0 and HomC(S(p),Em) = 0, for all m  n + 1,
and
• given s  1, the module Ln+s = Imhn+s = Ωn+sN is computable and
HomC(S(p),Ln+s) = 0.
(c2) We set ep = lgthM = lgthS(p) and w(n+s) = lgthLn+s = lgthΩn+sN . If w(n+1) = 0,
there is nothing to prove. Assume that w(n+1) = 0 and note that the comodules Ln+1 ⊆ En+1 and
Ln+2 = Imhn+2 ∼= En+1/Ln+1 are computable. It follows that lgthEn+1 = w(n+1) + w(n+2).
Since En+1 is a finite direct sum of the comodules E(i) and HomC(S(p),En+1) = 0, then En+1
has no direct summand isomorphic to E(p). Consequently, lgthEn+1 =∑i∈IC λie(i), where the
sum is finite, λi  0 is an integer, λp = 0, and λi = 0, for all but a finite number of i ∈ IC . Since
CD
tr · e(j)tr = etr , thenj
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∑
i∈IC
λi bˆC
(
ep, e(i)
)= ∑
i∈IC
λiep · CDtr · e(i)tr
=
∑
i∈IC
λiep · etri = λpep · etrp = 0.
It follows that 0 = bˆC(ep, lgthEn+1) = bˆC(ep,w(n+1)) + bˆC(ep,w(n+2)), that is,
bˆC(ep,w
(n+1)) = −bˆC(ep,w(n+2)). Hence we get
∂C
(
S(p),N
)= (−1)n+1 · bˆC(ep,w(n+1))= −(−1)n+1 · bˆC(ep,w(n+2))
= (−1)n+2 · bˆC
(
lgthS(p), lgthΩn+2N
)
,
that is, (c2) follows, for M = S(p) and s = 2. The proof for s  3 is analogous.
(c3) The additivity of the function lgth yields
lgthN =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r · lgthEr + (−1)n+1 · lgthLn+1. (+)
Since ExtmC(S(p),N) is the mth homology groups of the complex
0 → HomC(M,E0) h˜1−→ HomC(M,E1) h˜2−→ · · · → HomC(M,En−1) h˜n−→ HomC(M,En) → 0,
with M = S(p), then we have a chain of exact sequences
0 → HomC(M,N) → HomC(M,E0) → Im h˜1 → 0,
0 → Im h˜1 → Ker h˜2 → Ext1C(M,N) → 0,
0 → Ker h˜2 → HomC(M,E1) → Im h˜2 → 0,
0 → Im h˜2 → Ker h˜3 → Ext2C(M,N) → 0,
...
...
...
0 → Ker h˜n → HomC(M,En−1) → Im h˜n → 0,
0 → Im h˜n → HomC(M,En) → ExtnC(M,N) → 0.
In view of (+) and the equality dimK HomC(M,Er) = bˆC( lgthM, lgthEr) proved in Step 1,
summing up the dimensions yields
χC(M,N) =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r · dimK HomC(M,Er) =
n∑
r=0
(−1)r · bˆC( lgthM, lgthEr)
= bˆC
(
lgthM,
n∑
r=0
(−1)r · lgthEr
)
= bˆC
(
lgthM, lgthN + (−1)n · lgthLn+1
)
= bC( lgthM, lgthN)+ (−1)n · bˆC( lgthM, lgthΩn+1N)
= bC( lgthM, lgthN)− ∂C(M,N).
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S(p), and finishes the proof in Step 2.
Step 3. Suppose that M and N are arbitrary comodules of finite dimension.
First we prove (c2) by induction on lgthM . The proof in case lgthM = 1 follows from
Step 2. Assume that lgthM  2 and consider a short exact sequence 0 → M ′ → M → M ′′ → 0
in C-comod, with a simple comodule M ′ ∼= S(p), p ∈ IC . Then lgthM ′′ = lgthM − 1
and, by the inductive hypothesis, we have ∂C(M ′,N) = (−1)n1+s · bˆC( lgthM ′, lgthΩn+sN),
and ∂C(M ′′,N) = (−1)n2+s · bˆC( lgthM ′′, lgthΩn+sN), for s = 2,3,4, . . . , where n1  0
and n2  0 are the minimal integers such that Extj (M ′,N) = 0, for j  n1 + 1, and
Extj (M ′′,N) = 0, for j  n2 + 1. It follows that n = max{n1, n2} is the minimal integer such
that Extj (M,N) = 0, for j  n + 1. Since lgthM = lgthM ′ + lgthM ′′ then, in view of the
induction hypothesis, given s  1, we get
∂C(M,N) = (−1)n+1 · bˆC( lgthM, lgthΩn+1N)
= (−1)n+1 · bˆC( lgthM ′, lgthΩn+1N)+ (−1)n+1 · bˆC( lgthM ′′, lgthΩn+1N)
= (−1)n+s · bˆC( lgthM ′, lgthΩn+sN)+ (−1)n+s · bˆC( lgthM ′′, lgthΩn+sN)
= (−1)n+s · bˆC( lgthM, lgthΩn+sN).
This finishes the proof of (c2). Moreover, by applying (c2) and the arguments above, we prove
that ∂C(M,N) = ∂C(M ′,N) + ∂C(M ′′,N), for any short exact sequence 0 → M ′ → M →
M ′′ → 0 in C-comod. This means that ∂C(−,N) is an additive function.
(c3) By Step 2, the equality bC( lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N) + ∂C(M,N) holds, if M is a
simple comodule. Since both sides of the equality are additive functions of M , then an easy
induction on lgthM shows that the equality holds for any M and N in C-comod.
(c4) It follows from the definition of ∂C(M,N) that ∂C(M,N) = 0, if inj.dimN is finite and
M is an arbitrary comodule in C-comod. It follows that ∂C(M,N) = 0, for all comodules M and
N in C-comod, if all simple comodules are of finite injective dimension, because in this case,
each N in C-comod has inj.dimN is finite. This finishes the proof. 
Assume that C is a left Euler coalgebra. It was shown in the proof above that the map
∂C :C-comod × C-comod → Z, (M,N) → ∂C(M,N), is an additive function of M . Since, ac-
cording to Theorem 4.17, the equality ∂C(M,N) = bC( lgthM, lgthN) − χC(M,N) holds, for
any pair of comodules M and N in C-comod, then ∂C(M,N) is also an additive function of N .
It follows that the map (M,N) → ∂C(M,N) defines a Z-bilinear map
∂C :K0(C)×K0(C) → Z (4.23)
where K0(C) ∼= Z(IC) is the Grothendieck group of C. We call (4.23) the Euler defect of C.
Corollary 4.24. Assume that C is a basic right semiperfect K-coalgebra with a decomposi-
tion (2.1). Assume also that inj.dimS(j) is finite, for all j ∈ IC .
(a) C is a left Euler K-coalgebra.
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finitely many non-zero coefficients, the matrix CF−1 = CD ∈ MIC (Z) (4.20) is a left and a
right inverse of CF , the bilinear form (4.11) of C is defined, and ∂C = 0.
(c) For every pair M,N of finite-dimensional left C-comodules the following equality holds:
bC( lgthM, lgthN) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjC(M,N).
Proof. Since C is right semiperfect, then every injective comodule E(j) is finite-dimensional. It
follows that each S(j) has a finite injective resolution in C-comod, because inj.dimS(j) is finite,
for all j ∈ IC . Hence, Theorem 4.18 applies. 
We finish this section by two examples of left Euler coalgebras C, one is of finite global
dimension and the second one is left locally artinian of infinite global dimension, with all simple
comodules of infinite injective dimension, and with the Euler defect ∂C :K0(C) × K0(C) → Z
zero.
Example 4.25. Let r  2 be an integer and let Q(r) be the following quiver:
Q(r): · · · ← −2 ← −1 ← 0 → 1 β1←− 2 β2←− · · · βr←− r + 1 → r + 2 → r + 3 → ·· ·
of type ∞A∞. Denote by Ω the two-sided ideal of the path K-algebra KQ of Q generated
by the relations: β2β1, β3β2, . . . , βrβr−1. Consider the path K-coalgebra C(r) = C(Q(r),Ω(r))
of the bound quiver (Q(r),Ω(r)), that is, C(r) is the subcoalgebra of the path K-coalgebra
KQ(r) of Q(r) generated by all oriented paths containing no subpaths of one of the form
β2β1, β3β2, . . . , βrβr−1, see [24–26]. By [26, Theorem 3.14], there is a category equivalence
C(r)-comod ∼= nilrepfK
(
Q(r),Ω(r)
)
,
where nilrepfK (Q
(r),Ω(r)) is the category of K-linear nilpotent representations of finite length
of the quiver Q(r) satisfying the relations β2β1 = 0, β3β2 = 0, . . . , βrβr−1 = 0. It is easy to see
that the coalgebra C(r) is right semiperfect, hence Hom-computable.
Now we show that gl.dimC(r) = r . By looking at the category nilrepfK (Q(r),Ω(r)), we see
that the simple left C-comodules S(0) and S(r + 1) are injective. The comodule E(1), viewed
as a representation in nilrepfK (Q
(r),Ω(r)), has the space K over the points 0, 1 and 2, and has
the zero space over the remaining points j /∈ Z \ {0,1,2}. The comodule E(s) is represented by
the diagram with the space K over the points s and s + 1, and the zero space over the remaining
points s /∈ Z \ {j, j + 1}, for j = 2, . . . , r . It follows that there are non-split exact sequences
0 → S(1) → E(1) → S(0)⊕ S(2) → 0,
0 → S(2) → E(2) → S(3) → 0,
...
...
...
0 → S(r) → E(r) → S(r + 1) → 0.
This shows that inj.dimS(j) = r − j + 1, for j = 1, . . . , r . Since inj.dimS(j)  1, for all j /∈
{1, . . . , r}, then gl.dimC(r) = r .
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of C = C(r) and its inverse have the forms
CF = [ij ]i,j∈Z =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
← −2
← −1
← 0
← 1
← 2
← 3
← 4
...
CF
−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 −1 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
← −2
← −1
← 0
← 1
← 2
← 3
← 4
...
It follows that, in case n = 3, the Euler bilinear form bC :Z(Z) ×Z(Z) → Z (4.6) of C is given
by the formula
bC(x, y) =
∑
j∈Z
xjyj −
∑
j∈Z
xj+1yj + x3y1 + x4y2 − x4y1,
where x = (xj )j∈Z and x = (yj )j∈Z are vectors in Z(Z). Hence, by applying Theorem 4.18(c)
to M = S(j) and N = S(i), we conclude that Ext1C(S(j), S(j − 1)) ∼= K , Ext1C(S(j), S(i)) = 0,
for i = j − 1, Ext2C(S(3), S(1)) ∼= K , Ext2C(S(4), S(2)) ∼= K , and Ext3C(S(4), S(1)) ∼= K .
Now we give an example of a basic left cocoherent left Euler coalgebra C such that
inj.dimS(j) is infinite and the indecomposable injective left C-comodule E(j) is artinian and
non-noetherian, for each j ∈ IC = Z. The coalgebra is neither left nor right semiperfect and has
the Euler defect ∂C zero. Here we use the notation introduced in [27].
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QI :
. . . → −4 → −2 → 0 → 2 → 4 → . . . → 2r → . . .
. . . ↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘ ↗↘ . . . ↗↘ ↗↘
. . . → −3 → −1 → 1 → 3 → 5 → . . . → 2r + 1 → . . .
Following [27], we consider the incidence K-coalgebra C = KI of the poset I . We denote by
M
•
I (K) the matrix K-algebra consisting of all square I by I matrices λ = [λpq ] with coefficients
λpq in K such that λpq = 0 for almost all indices p,q ∈ I (that is, all but finitely many indices
p,q ∈ I ). The algebra M•I (K) has no identity element. The incidence K-algebra KI ⊆ M•I (K)
of I is the matrix K-subalgebra of the algebra M•I (K) consisting of all matrices λ = [λpq ] such
that λpq = 0, if p  q . The matrix units epq , with p  q , with the identity in the (p, q) entry and
zeros elsewhere, form a K-basis of KI . The incidence K-coalgebra KI = (KI,, ε) of I is
the incidence K-algebra KI of I equipped with the counit ε :KI → K and the comultiplication
 :KI → KI ⊗KI defined by the formulae:
(epq) =
∑
ptq
ept ⊗ etq, ε(epq) =
{
0, for p = q,
1, for p = q.
Note that, given j ∈ I , the matrix unit ej = ejj ∈ KI is a primitive idempotent of the K-
algebra KI , S(j) = ejKIej ∼= Kej is a one-dimensional simple subcoalgebra of the coalgebra
C = KI and socKI =⊕j∈I S(j). The coalgebra C = KI is basic and connected (inde-
composable). The j th left ideal E(j) = KIej of the K-algebra KI is a left coideal of the
coalgebra C = KI , with socE(j) = S(j), and KI =⊕j∈I E(j) is a left C-comodule de-
composition of KI . Moreover, EndC S(j) ∼= K , EndC E(j) ∼= K , the coalgebra C = KI is
Hom-computable, the decomposition length matrix CF coincides with the Cartan matrix CF̂ of C
and CF tr = cI = [cij ] ∈ MZ(Z), where cI is the incidence matrix of the poset I with cij = 1,
for i  j , and cij = 0, for i  j . The category KI -Comod is equivalent with the category
RepnfK (I ) of locally nilpotent and locally finite K-linear representations of the poset I . Note
that gl.dimKI = ∞ and every simple comodule S(j) is of infinite injective dimension. To see
this, we construct a minimal injective resolution
0 → S(0) h
(0)
0−−→ E(0)0
h
(0)
1−−→ E(0)1
h
(0)
2−−→ · · · h
(0)
n−1−−−→ E(0)n−1
h
(0)
n−−→ E(0)n → ·· ·
of the simple comodule S(0). We set E(0)0 = E(0) and, by viewing S(0) and E(0) as K-linear
representations of the poset I , we show that the socle of the quotient comodule E(0)/S(0) is
isomorphic to S(−2)⊕S(−3) ⊆ KI and the quotient comodule E(0)/S(0) is isomorphic to the
subcomodule Ω1S(0) = S(−2) ⊕ S(−3) +∑j<−2 Kej,−2 of E(−2) ⊕ E(−3) ⊆ KI . We set
E
(0)
1 = E(−2)⊕E(−3) and we note that socE(0)1 /Ω1S(0) ∼= S(−4)⊕S(−5) ⊆ KI . It follows
that the quotient comodule E(0)1 /Ω1S(0) is isomorphic to the subcomodule
Ω2S(0) = S(−4)⊕ S(−5)+
∑
Kej,−4
j<−4
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E(0)n = E(−2n)⊕E(−2n− 1) ⊆ KI
and ΩnS(0) = Imh(0)n such that:
• socE(0)n /ΩnS(0) ∼= S(−2n− 2)⊕ S(−2n− 3) and
• Ωn+1S(0) = S(−2n− 2)⊕ S(−2n− 3)+∑j<−2n−2 Kej,−2n−2 ⊆ KI .
It follows that the injective comodules E(0)0 , . . . ,E(0)n , . . . are computable, socle-finite, and
dimK socE(0)n = 2, for each n  1. It is clear that the coalgebra KI is neither left semiper-
fect, nor right semiperfect. Since I is a poset of width two then, according to [27], C = KI is a
left (and right) Euler coalgebra and the transpose CF tr = cI ∈ MI (Z) of the composition length
matrix of C = KI and its left (and right) inverse
c−1I ∈MI (Z)
have the forms:
cI =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
← −3
← −2
← −1
← 0
← 1
← 2
← 3
...
c−1I =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . . 1 0 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 −1 −1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 1 1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 −1 . . .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. . .
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
...
← −4
← −3
← −2
← −1
← 0
← 1
← 2
← 3
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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formula
bC(x, y) =
∑
j∈Z
xjyj +
∑
j∈Z
∞∑
m=1
(−1)m · (x2(j−m) + x2(j−m)+1) · (y2j + y2j+1),
where x = (xj )j∈Z and y = (yj )j∈Z are vectors in Z(Z). Using the form of ΩmS(0) pre-
sented above one shows that ∂C(S(p), S(0)) = 0, for each simple comodule S(p). The equality
∂C(S(p), S(j)) = 0, for all j,p ∈ IC , follows in a similar way. It follows that the Euler de-
fect ∂C :K0(C) × K0(C) → Z of C is zero and, according to (4.19), bC( lgthM, lgthN) =
χC(M,N), for all comodules M and N in C-comod.
We end this section by few remarks concerning the Coxeter matrix and the Coxeter transfor-
mation of a coalgebra. Here, we follow Ringel [19], see also [1, Definition III.3.14].
Definition 4.27. Let C is a basic left Euler K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1). Let
CF ∈MIC (Z) be the composition length matrix of C and CF−1 the left and right inverse of CF .
(a) The Coxeter matrix of C is the IC × IC square matrix ΦC = −CF−tr · CF.
(b) The Coxeter transformation of C is the group automorhism ΦC :Z(IC) → Z(IC) defined by
the formula ΦC(x) = x ·ΦC , for x ∈ Z(IC).
Lemma 4.28. Assume that C is a left Euler basic K-coalgebra with fixed decompositions (2.1).
Let ΦC be the Coxeter transformation (4.27) of C, bC the Euler bilinear form (4.6) and qC the
Euler quadratic form (4.7).
(a) bC(x, y) = −bC(y,ΦC(x)), for all x, y ∈ Z(IC).
(b) bC(x, y) = bC(ΦC(x),ΦC(y)), for all x, y ∈ Z(IC).
(c) qC(x) = qC(ΦC(x)), for all x ∈ Z(IC).
Proof. (a) Let F = CF . Given two vectors x, y ∈ Z(IC), we have
−bC
(
y,ΦC(x)
)= −y · (CS · F−tr) · (x ·ΦC)tr
= −y · CS · F−tr ·Φ trC · xtr
= y · CS · F−tr · F tr · F−1 · xtr
= y · CS · F−1 · xtr
= [x · CS · F−tr · ytr]tr
= x · CS · F−tr · ytr
= bC(x, y).
(b) Apply the formula (a) twice.
(c) The formula (b) yields qC(x) = bC(x, x) = bC(ΦC(x),ΦC(x)) = qC(ΦC(x)). 
It would be useful to get formulae connecting the ends of an almost split sequence in C-comod
(see [7]) via the Coxeter transformation Φ similar to that one for modules obtained in [19]. We
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there exists an almost split sequence
0 → τX → Y → X → 0
in C-comod then
lgth τX =ΦC( lgthX).
We hope that a similar formula holds for the coalgebras with the “almost split sequences” studied
in [6,7].
5. Hereditary left Euler coalgebras
We show in this section that, for any left Euler hereditary coalgebra C, the Euler bilinear form
(4.6) equals the Tits form associated to the left Gabriel valued quiver (CQ,Cd) of C, see [26,
(2.10)].
Let K be an arbitrary field and C a basic K-coalgebra. We fix the decompositions (2.1), and
we set Fj = EndS(j), for each j ∈ IC . We recall from [13,24] that the left Gabriel valued quiver
of C is the valued quiver (CQ,Cd), where CQ0 = IC and, given two vertices i, j ∈ CQ0, there
exists a unique valued arrow
i
(d ′ij ,d ′′ij )−−−−−→ j
from i to j in CQ1 if and only if Ext1C(S(i), S(j)) = 0 and d ′ij = dim Ext1C(S(i), S(j))Fi ,
d ′′ij = dimFj Ext1C(S(i), S(j)), see [13,24]. In other words, (CQ,Cd) is the opposite to the valued
quiver (QCExt,dCExt) of the left Ext-species CExt of C, see [5,13,16,26].
Theorem 5.1. Assume that C is a basic hereditary K-coalgebra. We fix the decompositions (2.1)
and, for each a ∈ IC we set Fa = EndC S(a), and sa = dimK S(a).
(a) The following statements are equivalent.
(a1) C is a left Euler coalgebra.
(a2) C is Hom-computable and C-comod ⊆ C-Comodfc.
(a3) C is Hom-computable and every simple left comodule is finitely copresented.
(a4) For each j ∈ IC , the number of valued arrows a
(d ′aj ,d ′′aj )−−−−−→ j in (CQ,Cd) ending at j
is finite, and ˆaj = dimK HomC(S(a), S(j)), d ′aj = dim Ext1C(S(a), S(j))Fa are finite
numbers, for a, j ∈ IC .
(b) If C is a left Euler coalgebra then the inverse of the left composition length matrix CF of
C has the form CD = [dij ]i,j∈IC ∈ MIC (Z), where dja = 1, for a = j , and dja = −d ′aj =
dim Ext1C(S(a), S(j))Fa , for a = j .
(c) The Z-bilinear form (4.6) of C is the Z-bilinear Tits form of C given by the formula
bC(x, y) =
∑
sj xj yj −
∑
sid
′
ij xiyj , (5.2)j∈IC i,j∈IC
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(d) For any pair of comodules M , N in C-comod, we have
bC( lgthM, lgthN) = dimK HomC(M,N)− dimK Ext1C(M,N),
qC( lgthM) = dimK HomC(M,M)− dimK Ext1C(M,M). (5.3)
Proof. (a) Since C is hereditary then quotients of injective comodules are injective; hence the
equivalence of (a1) and (a3) follows. The implication (a2) ⇒ (a3) is obvious, and the inverse
implication follows from the fact that the category C-Comodfc of finitely copresented comodules
is closed under extensions, see Proposition 2.9(d3).
(a3) ⇔ (a4). It follows from Proposition 2.9(a) that the coalgebra is Hom-computable if and
only if the dimension ˆaj = dimK HomC(S(a), S(j)) is finite, for all a, j ∈ IC .
By [26, Lemma 2.12], for any simple left C-comodule S(j) there exists an exact sequence
0 → S(j) → E(j) →
⊕
a∈IC
E(a)
(d ′aj ) → 0 (5.4)
in C-Comod, where d ′aj = dim Ext1C(S(a), S(j))Fa and the sum is taken over all valued arrows
a
(d ′aj ,d ′′aj )−−−−−→ j in (CQ,Cd) ending at j . It then follows that a Hom-computable coalgebra C is a
left Euler coalgebra if and only if, for each j ∈ IC , the socle of the comodule⊕a∈IC E(a)(d ′aj ) is
a direct sum of finitely many simple comodules. Hence (a3) ⇔ (a4) follows.
(b) Assume that C is a Hom-computable coalgebra. Then, for each j ∈ IC , the comodules in
the exact sequence (5.4) are computable and we get
ej = lgthS(j) = lgthE(j)− lgth
[⊕
a∈IC
E(a)
(d ′aj )
]
= e(j)−
∑
a∈IC
d ′aj e(a),
that is, ej = e(j) −∑a∈IC d ′aj e(a). This shows that E = CD · CF , because e(a) = lgthE(a) is
the ath row of the matrix CF . Consequently, CD is the left inverse of CF .
(c) By (b), CF−tr = CDtr . Then bc(x, y) = x · (CS · CDtr) · ytr and a simple calculation
yields (5.2).
(d) Since the coalgebra C is hereditary, then ExtmC(M,N) = 0, for all m  2, and we
get χC(M,N) = dimK HomC(M,N) − dimK Ext1C(M,N). On the other hand, by (c), the Z-
bilinear form bC is given by the formula (5.2). Hence easily follows that the required equality
bC( lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N) holds for the simple C-comodules M = S(i) and N = S(j)
with arbitrary i, j ∈ IC . The general case reduces to the above one by an obvious induc-
tion on the length of comodules M and N in C-comod, because both sides of the equality
bC( lgthM, lgthN) = χC(M,N) are additive functions on C-comod with respect to each of
the variables M and N . This finishes the proof. 
Corollary 5.5. Assume that K is a field, Q = (Q0,Q1) is a quiver and C = KQ is the path
K-coalgebra of Q.
(a) C is Hom-computable if and only if the quiver Q is intervally finite, that is, for each pair
a, b ∈ Q0 of vertices of Q, the set Q(a,b) of all paths from a to b in Q is finite.
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intervally finite and, for each vertex j ∈ Q0, the number of arrows a → j ending at j is
finite.
(c) If C = KQ is a left Euler coalgebra then the inverse of the left composition length matrix
CF of C has the form CD = [dij ]i,j∈IC ∈ MIC (Z), where dja = 1, for a = j , and dja =
−maj = −|Q(a, j)|, for a = j , i.e. maj = |Q(a, j)| is the number of arrows from a to j
in Q.
(d) The Z-bilinear form bC : Z(Q0) ×Z(Q0) → Z (4.6) of C is given by the formula
bC(x, y) =
∑
j∈IC
xj yj −
∑
i,j∈IC
mij xiyj , (5.6)
where x, y ∈ Z(Q0). Moreover, sj = dimK EndC S(j) = 1, mij = dimK Ext1C(S(i), S(j)), for
all i, j ∈ Q0, and the equalities (5.3) hold for all M,N in C-comod.
Proof. We recall from [24,25] that the K-coalgebra C = KQ is basic and hereditary. More-
over, S(j) = εjKQεj , and E(j) = KQεj , where εj is the stationary path at point j ∈ Q0.
It follows that EndC S(j) ∼= K , ji = dimK HomC(E(j),E(i)) ∼= KQ(i, j) and mij =
dimK Ext1C(S(i), S(j)), see [24, Proposition 8.13]. Hence (a) follows. Since the left Gabriel
quiver of C is (Q,d), with d ′ij = d ′′ij = mij , then (b) and (c) follow from Theorem 5.1. 
6. Directing comodules and representation-directed coalgebras
We end the paper by a characterisation of Hom-computable hereditary coalgebras that are
representation-directed in the following sense (see Ringel [19]).
Definition 6.1. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra.
(a) A path in the category C-Comodfc of finitely copresented comodules is a sequence
M0
f1−→ M1 f2−→ M2 → ·· · → Md−1 fd−→ Md, (6.2)
with d  1, of non-zero non-isomorphisms f1, . . . , ft between indecomposable comodules
M0, . . . ,Md in C-Comodfc. We then say that M0 is a predecessor of M0,M1, . . . ,Md , and
that Md is a successor of M0,M1, . . . ,Md .
(b) The path (6.2) in C-Comodfc is called a cycle if d  1 and M0 ∼= Md .
(c) An indecomposable C-comodule in C-Comodfc which lies on no cycle, with d  1, is called
a directing comodule.
(d) A K-coalgebra C is called left representation-directed if every comodule in C-Comodfc is
directing.
The results in [19] generalise to coalgebras as follows, see also [1].
Proposition 6.3. Assume that K is a field and C is a left Euler basic K-coalgebra with decompo-
sition (2.1). Let qC :Z(IC) → Z be the Euler quadratic form (4.6) of C and let Fj = EndC S(j),
sj = dimK S(j), for each j ∈ IC .
Assume that the coalgebra C is hereditary, or C is right semiperfect and for every inde-
composable non-injective comodule N in C-Comodfc, there exists an almost split sequence
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C-Comodfc, then
(a) ExtmC(M,M) = 0, for all m 1, and EndC M = FM is a division K-subalgebra of Mrj (Fj ),
where j ∈ IC is such that rj = j (socM) 1;
(b) qC( lgthM) = sM , where sM is the K-dimension of the division K-algebra FM = EndC M .
Proof. Assume that M is a directing indecomposable comodule in C-Comodfc, that is, the cat-
egory C-Comodfc contains no cycle containing M . In particular, there is no cycle of the form
M → M . Since, according to Proposition 2.9(d1) the algebra EndC M is of finite dimension,
then J (EndC M) = radC(M,M) = 0, and so FM = EndC M is a division K-algebra.
Assume that rj = j (socM) 1, that is, the simple comodule S(j) appears as a summand of
socM with the multiplicity rj . Given such j , we consider the S(j)-socle Sj (M) of socM , that
is, the sum of all simple subcomodules of M isomorphic to S(j). Since rj = j (socM) 1 and
EndC S(j) = Fj then Sj (M) is non-zero, Sj (M) ∼= S(j)rj and there are K-algebra isomorphisms
EndC Sj (M) ∼= EndC(S(j)rj ) ∼= Mrj (Fj ). Moreover, the map FN = EndC M → EndC Sj (M),
that associates to any f :M → M the restriction f |Sj (M) :Sj (M) → Sj (M) of f to Sj (M),
induces a K-algebra homomorphism ψ : FM → Mrj (Fj ). Since FM is a division ring, the ho-
momorphism ψ is injective. This proves the second part of (a).
Now we prove the first part of (a) in case the coalgebra C is hereditary. It follows that
Ext1C(M,M) = 0, because otherwise there is a cycle of the form M → X → M in C-comod,
and we get a contradiction. Hence (a) follows, because ExtmC = 0 for m 2.
Next we assume that the coalgebra C is right semiperfect and for every indecomposable
non-injective comodule N in C-Comodfc, there exists an almost split sequence 0 → N → Y →
Z → 0 in C-Comodfc. It follows that C-Comodfc = C-comod.
Denote by S(M →) the class of all indecomposable successors of M in C-comod. We show,
by induction on m 1, that ExtmC(M,F) = 0, for F in S(M →). By applying this to F = M , we
get (a).
Assume that m = 1. If Ext1C(M,F) = 0, for some F in S(M →), then there exists a non-split
exact sequence 0 → F → X → M → 0 in C-comod. By our assumption, there exists an almost
split sequence 0 → F → Y → Z → 0 in C-comod. Since F is indecomposable, the comodule Z
is also indecomposable. By the properties of almost split sequences, there exists a commutative
diagram
0 F
1
Y Z
f
0
0 F X M 0
where f is a non-zero non-isomorphism, see [1,2,23]. It follows that there is a path F → Y ′ →
Z → M , where Y ′ is an indecomposable direct summand of Y . Since F is in S(M →), we get a
cycle M → ·· · → F → Y ′ → Z → M ; contrary to the assumption that M is directing. Therefore
Ext1C(M,F) = 0, for all F in S(M →).
Assume that ExtmC(M,F
′) = 0, for some m  1 and for all F ′ in S(M →). Take F in
S(M →), and a short exact sequence 0 → F → E → L → 0, in C-comod with E injective.
By the induced long exact Ext sequence, we have Extm+1C (M,F) ∼= ExtmC(M,L), for m 1, and
the latter vanishes, because all indecomposable summands F ′ of L belong to S(M →).
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qC( lgthM) =
∞∑
j=0
(−1)j dimK ExtjC(M,M) = dimK EndC(M,M) = sM.
This finishes the proof. 
A class of coalgebras satisfying the conditions of Proposition 6.3 is described in [6, 5.4]
and [7].
We finish this section by a characterisation of Hom-computable hereditary coalgebras that are
representation-directed. The proof depends on the following fact on the “local structure” of the
category C-Comodfc that is a consequence of Proposition 2.13.
Lemma 6.4. Assume that C is a basic K-coalgebra with the decomposition (2.1). The following
three conditions are equivalent.
(a) The coalgebra C is Hom-computable and left representation-directed.
(b) For every finite subset U of IC , the K-algebra RU (2.11) is finite-dimensional and
representation-directed.
(c) There exist a directed family {Aβ}β of full K-subcategories of C-Comodfc and finite-
dimensional representation-directed K-algebras Rβ such that Aβ ∼= modRβ and
C-Comodfc =⋃β Aβ is a categorical directed union.
Following [17] and [24, Definition 9.1], (CQ,Cd) is defined to be a locally Dynkin valued
quiver if (CQ,Cd) is locally finite and every finite convex full valued subquiver (Q′,d′) of
(CQ,Cd) is one of the valued Dynkin quivers, that is, its underlying non-oriented valued graph
is one of the Dynkin diagrams An, Bn, Cn, Dn, E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2 [10]. Up to orientation,
any infinite connected locally Dynkin valued quiver has one of the forms A∞, ∞A∞, B∞, C∞,
and D∞ listed in [13, Table 1].
Theorem 6.5. Assume that C is an indecomposable basic hereditary K-coalgebra with the de-
composition (2.1). Assume also that C is a Hom-computable coalgebra with Fj = EndC S(j),
sj = dimK S(j), the Euler (= Tits) quadratic form qC (4.6), (5.2). Let (CQ,Cd) be the left
Gabriel valued quiver of C. The following conditions are equivalent.
(a) The coalgebra C is left representation-directed.
(b) For every indecomposable comodule X in C-Comodfc, EndC X is a division K-algebra.
(c) The Euler (= Tits) quadratic form qC :K0(C) → Z of C is positive definite.
(d) (CQ,Cd) is a locally Dynkin valued quiver.
(e) (CQ,Cd) is either one of the finite Dynkin valued quivers An, with n 1, Bn, with n 2, Cn,
with n 3, Dn, with n 4, E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2 [10], or (CQ,Cd) is an infinite locally
Dynkin valued quiver of one of the types A∞, ∞A∞, B∞, C∞, and D∞ with arbitrary
orientation, see [13,24].
(a′) The coalgebra C is right representation-directed.
If the coalgebra C is left representation-directed then:
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qC( lgthX) = sj ,
(ii) the coalgebra C is tame of discrete comodule type, that is, μ1C(v) = 0, for each v ∈ Z(IC),
see [26, p. 482].
(iii) C-Comodfc has a directed union form C-Comodfc =⋃β Aβ , where Aβ ∼= modRβ and Rβ
is a finite-dimensional hereditary K-algebra of finite representation type, for each β .
Proof. First we note that, for each j ∈ IC , Bj = EndC E(j) is a finite-dimensional K-algebra,
because C is Hom-computable and Proposition 2.9(d1) applies. It follows that J (Bj ) is nilpotent.
Since every non-zero endomorphism f : E(j) → E(j) of E(j) is surjective, then f /∈ J (Bj )
and, consequently, J (Bj ) = 0. It then follows that EndC E(j) ∼= EndC S(j) = Fj is a division
ring.
Given a finite subset U of IC = CQ0, we consider the injective comodule
EU =
⊕
j∈U
E(j).
Since C is Hom-computable, the comodule EU is computable and, by Proposition 2.13, the
K-algebra
RU = EndC EU
is basic, finite-dimensional, and hereditary. Consider the full subcategory AU = C-ComodEUfc of
C-Comodfc consisting of all comodules N that have a finite EU -copresentation 0 → N → E0 →
E1 → 0, where E0 and E1 are finite direct sums of summands of EU . By Proposition 2.13(b),
the functor h• induces an equivalence of categories
HU :AU 	−→ mod RU.
Now suppose that (Q′,d′) is a connected, finite, convex [28, 3.1] and full subquiver of (CQ,Cd).
We show that if U = Q′0 is the set of vertices of (Q′,d′) then the Gabriel valued quiver of the
finite-dimensional K-algebra RU is the valued quiver (Q′,d′). We recall from [24] that there
exists a unique valued arrow
i
(d ′ij ,d ′′ij )−−−−−→ j
from i to j in (CQ,Cd) if and only if Ext1C(S(i), S(j)) = 0 and d ′ij = dim Ext1C(S(i), S(j))Fi ,
d ′′ij = dimFj Ext1C(S(i), S(j)). It follows from [13, Proposition 4.10(b)] that, given i, j ∈ IC ,
there exists a unique valued arrow i
(d ′ij ,d ′′ij )−−−−−→ j if and only if the Fi–Fj -bimodule
Irr
(
E(j),E(i)
)= radC(E(j),E(i))/rad2C(E(j),E(i))
of irreducible maps is non-zero,
d ′ij = dim Irr
(
E(j),E(i)
)
, and d ′′ij = dimFi Irr
(
E(j),E(i)
)
.Fj
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(CQ,Cd) has no valued loops. If i = j , then radC(E(j),E(i)) = HomC(E(j),E(i)) and, by
the convexity assumption, the functor HU induces isomorphisms, see [28, Theorem 3.2],
Irr
(
E(j),E(i)
)= HomC(E(j),E(i))/rad2C(E(j),E(i))
∼= HomRU
(
HUE(j),HUE(i)
)/
rad2RU
(
HUE(j),HUE(i)
)
= Irr(HUE(j),HUE(i))
of Fi–Fj -bimodules. It follows that the Gabriel valued quiver of the K-algebra RU is the valued
quiver (Q′,d′), because the modules E′(j) = HUE(j), with j ∈ U , form a complete set of
pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable injective right RU -modules, see [28, Theorem 3.2].
The implication (a) ⇒ (b) follows from Proposition 6.3.
(b) ⇒ (d). Assume that for every indecomposable comodule M in C-Comodfc, EndC X is a
division K-algebra. It follows that, for any finite subposet U of IC , the endomorphism ring of
any indecomposable module X in modRU is a division K-algebra.
First we show that, given two indices i = j in IC , such that HomC(E(j),E(i)) = 0, the
Fi–Fj -bimodule HomC(E(j),E(i)) is simple. For this, we apply the above properties of HU
and RU to U = {i, j}. In this case, there are K-algebra isomorphisms
RU = EndC
(
E(i)⊕E(j))∼= [Fi HomC(E(j),E(i))
0 Fj
]
.
It follows from [10] that the algebra RU is of finite representation type and, up to orientation, the
valued quiver of RU is of one of the forms i
(1, 1)−−−→ j , i (1, 2)−−−→ j , i (1, 3)−−−→ j , because otherwise
mod RU has an indecomposable module X such that EndX is not a division ring; a contradiction.
It follows that
1 dimFi HomC
(
E(j),E(i)
) · dim HomC(E(j),E(i))Fj  3;
thus the Fi–Fj -bimodule HomC(E(j),E(i)) is simple. Hence we also conclude that any valued
arrow i
(d ′ij ,d ′′ij )−−−−−→ j in (CQ,Cd) is of one of the forms i (1,1)−−−→ j , i (1,2)−−−→ j , i (1,3)−−−→ j , up to
orientation, because the Gabriel valued quiver of the algebra RU , with U = {i, j}, coincides with
the arrow i
(d ′ij ,d ′′ij )−−−−−→ j .
To prove that (CQ,Cd) is a locally Dynkin valued quiver, we take any connected, finite,
convex, and full valued subquiver (Q′,d′) of (CQ,Cd), and consider the equivalence of cat-
egories HU :AU 	−→ mod RU, where U = Q′0 is the set of vertices of (Q′,d′). By the prop-
erties proved above, dimK RU is finite and any valued arrow of the Gabriel valued quiver of
the basic hereditary K-algebra is of one of the forms i (1,1)−−−→ j , i (1,2)−−−→ j , i (1,3)−−−→ j , up to
orientation, see [10] and [1, Chapter VII]. Moreover, given any pair of indecomposable injec-
tive RU -modules E′(j) ∼= HUE(j) and E′(i) ∼= HUE(i), with i, j ∈ U , the Fi–Fj -bimodule
HomRU (E′(j),E′(i)) ∼= HomC(E(j),E(i)) is simple or zero. It follows that, given any pair of
indecomposable projective RU -modules P(j) ∼= νE(j) and P(i) ∼= νE′(i), the Fi–Fj -bimodule
HomRU (P (j),P (i)) is simple or zero. Here ν is the Nakayama isomorphism, see [1,2]. Hence,
[20] and [13, Theorem 4.13] applies to the category modRU and it follows that the category
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RU , see [9, Proposition 10.2] and the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [20]. According to [10], the al-
gebra RU is of finite representation type and the Gabriel valued quiver (Q′,d′) of RU is any
of the Dynkin valued quivers An, Bn, Cn, Dn, E6, E7, E8, F4, and G2 (otherwise, there is an
indecomposable module X in mod RU such that EndX is not a division ring [10], and we get
a contradiction). Consequently, any connected, finite, convex, and full valued subquiver (Q′,d′)
of (CQ,Cd) is of a Dynkin type. Hence, (CQ,Cd) is a locally Dynkin valued quiver, and (d)
follows.
The equivalence of (c), (d), and (e) follows by a routine combinatorial arguments, see [10].
(e) ⇒ (a). Assume that (CQ,Cd) is a locally Dynkin valued quiver and, assume to the con-
trary, that C is not representation directed. Then there is a cycle
M0
f1−→ M1 f2−→ M2 → ·· · → Md−1 fd−→ Md,
with d  1, of non-zero non-isomorphisms f1, . . . , ft between indecomposable comodules
M0, . . . ,Md in C-Comodfc. Let 0 → Mj → E(j)0 → E(j)1 → 0 be a finite injective copresen-
tation of Mj in C-Comodfc, for j = 0, . . . , d . Since E(j)0 and E(j)1 are finite direct sums of the
indecomposable C-comodules E(j), j ∈ IC = CQ0, then there is a connected, finite, convex, and
full subquiver (Q′,d′) of (CQ,Cd) such that the comodules E(0)0 , . . . ,E
(d)
0 and E
(j)
1 , . . . ,E
(d)
1
are direct sums of indecomposable summands of EU =⊕j∈U E(j), where U = Q′0 is the set
of vertices of (Q′,d′). It follows that the cycle lies in the category AU and the equivalence
HU :AU 	−→ mod RU carries the cycle to a cycle
HU(M0) → HU(M1) → ·· · → HU(Md)
of non-zero non-isomorphisms between indecomposable modules in mod RU . Since (CQ,Cd)
is a locally Dynkin valued quiver then (Q′,d′) is a Dynkin valued quiver and, consequently, so is
the Gabriel valued quiver of the algebra RU . It follows from [9, Theorem B, Proposition 10.2] that
RU is of finite representation type and, according to [10], there is no such a cycle in mod RU . This
contradiction finishes the proof of the implication (e) ⇒ (a) and, consequently, the statements
(a)–(e) are equivalent.
To finish the proof, we note that the proof given above and Proposition 2.13 yield
C-Comodfc = ⋃(U,d′)AU is a categorical directed union, where (U,d′) runs through all fi-
nite full convex valued subquivers of (CQ,Cd). Moreover, AU ∼= mod RU and RU is a basic
hereditary finite-dimensional algebra of finite representation type. Since the classification of the
indecomposable RU -modules follows from [10] and any indecomposable C-comodule lies in
some AU , then the final statement of the theorem follows (see [26, p. 482]) and the proof is
complete. 
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